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Morse-It
Introduction
Morse-It is a utility (well, it' more like a toy) that allows to translate some text into Morse code. The speed of emission can be configured. This Morse effect can be done in different ways :
?	Full screen (or not) color toggle display (color can be configured)
?	Phone vibration
?	Sound emission (the frequency of the tone can be configured)
?	Light flashes (only for P800)
Morse Code
This is the translation table used in Morse-it:
'A' => ".- "
'B' => "-... "
'C' => "-.-. "
'D' => "-.. "
'E' => ". "
'F' => "..-. "
'G' => "--. "
'H' => ".... "
'I' => ".. "
'J' => ".--- "
'K' => "-.- "
'L' => ".-.. "
'M' => "-- "
'N' => "-. "
'O' => "--- "
'P' => ".--. "
'Q' => "--.- "
'R' => ".-. "
'S' => "... "
'T' => "- "
'U' => "..- "
'V' => "...- "
'W' => ".-- "
'X' => "-..- "
'Y' => "-.-- "
'Z' => "--.. "
'1' => ".---- "
'2' => "..--- "
'3' => "...-- "
'4' => "....- "
'5' => "..... "
'6' => "-.... "
'7' => "--... "
'8' => "---.. "
'9' => "----. "
'0' => "----- "
'.' => ".-.-.- "
',' => "--..-- "
':' => "---... "
'?' => "..--.. "
'`' => ".----. "
'-' => "-....- "
'/' => "-..-. "
'(' => "-.--.- "
')' => "-.--.- "
'=' => "-...- "
'+' => ".-.-. "
' ' => "  " 
How to use it ?
In the big text area, you must enter the text that will be translated into Morse code. 
The copy button will copy the selected text in the phone’s clipboard.
The paste button will replace the selected text by the one contained in the phone’s clipboard.
The leftmost checkbox toggles the use of a (full screen) color display for the Morse translation.
The next checkbox toggles the use of the phone’s light for the Morse translation. This behaviour is not available for the P900 because of some API limitation. Hopefully, since the screen of the p900 is dark (the P800's one is white) there is no real need of the light.
	Toggling the light of your phone at high speed could damage your phone (well … it did not on mine :) , but I suppose that the manufacturer did not designed the phone’s light thinking of that use). Use this option at your own risk
	I was not able to use the full light on the P800. Only the half light was usable. As a result, after the Morse sequence (if the light is used) the light will be half strength. You will have to wait for the phone to automatically light off to get back the full light after.
The next checkbox toggles the use of phone’s vibration for the Morse translation.
The last checkbox toggles the use of sound generation for the Morse translation.
Move the slider to set the speed of the generated Morse code.
Press the Morse-it button to start the Morse translation !
It will start after a small delay of 1 second. Pressing the Stop button or touching the (full screen) color will stop the Morse translation. You can also press the Jog Dial to toggle on and off the Morse translation.
Configuration
From This Dialog, you can change the background, the colors and some parameters of Morse-It.
“Color On” : The color of the screen when the Morse code is active. (Default = white)
“Color Off” : The color of the screen when the Morse code is inactive. (Default = black)
“Full Screen” : set this option to true and the color will be displayed in full screen. (Default = true)
“Force Light” : set this option to true and the light won’t be automatically switched off because of some user inactivity when translating Morse. (Default = true)
"Sound Volume" : From 1 to 5 is the internal volume of the generated tone. (Default = 5)
"Sound Frequency" : From 0 to 255: the frequency factor of the tone used. To know the real frequency you have to multiply this value by 10. (Default = 100)
"Background File" is the image file displayed in background. If the file is not correct then, a colored background will be displayed according to your theme.(Default = "INSTALLATIONDRIVE:\system\apps\MorseIt\Images\Background.jpg")

